December 8, 2011

A Doctor is a Doctor is a Doctor

Welcome to the Health Freedom Minute. This is Twila Brase, president of Citizens’ Council for Health Freedom.

Earlier this year the Social Security Administration held meetings with 140 of the agency’s doctors. These doctors review medical records to determine whether individuals are eligible for government disability payments.

Due to rising eligibility requests, doctors were told to work faster. They were also told their pay was going to be cut and that they must evaluate cases for which they have no expertise. For instance, one eye doctor was assigned to review a case on back pain.

Some doctors quit. Others who resisted were fired. Clearly, the government thinks “a doctor is a doctor is a doctor.” And that’s what government health care will be like for all of us if we don’t stop it.

Learn more. This month’s newsletter is now online. Sign up at healthfreedomminute.net.